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In this paper, an asymptotic analysis is presented for determining the nonisolated zeros 
of certain functions by the method of closest approach. The theory presented here 
generalizes much of the known results in this area and new asymptotic onvergence rates 
are established. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Let 1t  1 and H 2 be two Hilbert spaces over the real field R and let F:  D C HI ~ t12 , 
D an open set. I f L ( t t  1 , I I2) denotes the vector space of linear mappings from It~ into/:I~, 
then theFrechet -  (or F) der ivat ive ofF  at x is an element DF(x)  EL (H1,  t i2) such that for 
he l l  1 
lira (l/t)l!Y(x + th) - -  F (x )  - -  OF(x )h  !' = O. 
t ~0 ' 
DF(x)  is unique and in the case of finite dimensional spaces its concrete representation 
is given by the Jacobian matrix o f f  at x [11]. 
This paper will be concerned with the determination of an x* e H 1 such thatF(x*) = 0. 
Our approach will be least squares minimization, i.e., if 
J (x)  -= ,~ ' F ix  j, , '~ (1.1) 
then zeros o fF  will be absolute minima of J. We seek the minima of J by the gradient 
method 
x n+l  = x .  - s .  V J (x . )  (1 .2 )  
where s, e R. Since VJ(x) = DF(x)*F (x )  (where * denotes the adjoint of DF(x)) ,  (1.2) 
takes the form 
x .~ l  = x .  - -  s .OF(x , , )*F(xn) .  (1.3) 
This paper will be concerned with the following form of s,,: 
ilF(x~)ii~ (1.3)' 
s ,  - ]1 DF(x , ) *  F(x,) i :  2 " 
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This particular choice of s~ has an interesting history. It was first analyzed in a formal 
manner by Altman [2, 1] where in the former work he was concerned with finding the 
zeros  o f  
F(x )  ~. Ax  - -  b (1.4) 
and in the latter work with finding the zeros of 
(Ax, x) 
F(x )  : : Ax  . . . .  (~ ,x ) -  x .  (1.5) 
(Here (-, -) denotes the appropriate inner product.) In (1.2), b c H~ is fixed and A was 
assumed to bca  bounded linear invertible operator and, in (1.5), A was assumed to be 
a sclf-adjoint bounded linear operator. It is quite clear that tile zeros o fF  in (1.4) yield 
the solution to the linear operator equation Ax = b, and the zeros of f  in (1.5) are tile 
eigenvectors of A. In both papers, Altman establishes convergence of the iterates of (1.3) 
for an appropriately chosen x 0 but no convergence rates are given. 
Fridman [5] demonstrates for (1.4) that 
rain i! x, - s VF(x,) - -  x*  !,2 _ = :i x,~ - s,, VF (x , , )  - -  x*  l', ~ (1.6) 
s 
where F(x* )  --- 0 and s, is as in (1.3)'. Also, with this choice of s , ,  
, [ ]" 
', x .  - x*  li <~ iI x0 - x*  ", t l  - -  ~, -f~/=21 
where 0 <y  < 1 and 0 <mi ix ( [  ~ iAx[i  ~M[ Ix i l .  In [6], Fridman drops the 
invertibility condition on .//and establishes convergence of (1.3) to a zero o fF  but in this 
case no convergence rates are given. 
Ortega and Rheinboldt [11, p. 270] show that the relationship (1.6) can be generalized. 
They observed that if a general function F is sufficiently differentiable, then expansion 
o fF  in a Taylor series about a zero x* yields 
F(x ~) = 0 =: F(xn)  - -  DF(xn) (xn  - -  x* )  !- {higher order terms). (1.7) 
Then by (1.3), 
l! x , , ! t  - x* !i z = 1! x,, --  x* H" .... 2s, < t"(x,~), DF(x , ) (x , ,  --- x* ) )  
+ s .  ~" II l ) F (x~)*F (x . ) l !  2. 
Substituting (I .7), 
I x,,  l - x*  II 2 =-!i x .  - x*  II ~ - 2s. ,  i l f (x . ) i ,  = 
-!- s,~ ~ iJ DF(x,~)*F(x~)I :  2 + {higher order terms}. (1.8) 
Disregarding the "{higher order terms}," the value of s.,, which minimizes the quantity 
i! x,,+t ..... x* j2 in (I.8) is precisely that given by (1.3)'. Hence (1.3)' can be viewed as the 
step-size which moves the iterate x,~ in the direction DF(x , , ) *F (x , , )  in such a way that the 
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resulting iterate x~+ 1 is as close to the zero x* as possible (in the least squares ense) so 
that (1.3) is often called "the method of closest approach." 
Blum and Rodrigue [4] were able to use the observation of Ortega and Rheinholdt 
to generalize the results of Altman and Fridman. They presented a general theory on the 
local convergence properties of (1.3) to certain nonisolated zeros (called C-stationary sets). 
Their specific applications were to functions whose zeros formed a linear variety. They 
were thus able to obtain local geometric onvergence of (1.3) to the zeros of the functions 
and 
F(x )  =- Ax  - -  b (1.4)' 
F(x) ~ Ax (.Ax, gx'/ ~ (1.5)' 
(Bx, Bx)  
where in (I.4)' A was assumed to be a bounded linear operator with closed range and in 
(1.5)' A and B were bounded linear operators uch that B -1 exists. (Note that the zeros 
of (1.5)' are the eigenvectors of the general eigenproblem Ax = ABx.)  
In [12] the author gives a thorough analysis of the iteration (1.3) for the function 
defined in (1.5)' in the case when d and B are rectangular matrices. One of the main 
results of the paper was to establish bounds on the geometric onvergence rate factor. 
Briefly, this result can be stated as follows: If E a is an eigenspace corresponding to a 
"nondefcctive" eigenvalue A of the eigenproblem Ax ,= ABx,  then for x 0 sufficiently 
close to E a the iteration (1.3) satisfies 
i! xn - -  Ea il <~ k"  I! Xo - -  PEa i! (1.9) 
where0<k< 1 and 
t --4(1i T!I '! T+ 11)-2 ~< k ~ 1 --(l! Tlf [l T+{;) 2, (1.10) 
[ 1 (B~) (B2)* ] (A  - -  AB), 2 c- Ea - {0}. (1.1 l) T tl li B:~ I! 
(tlere I l x - -g ,  tl = infu~E~'ix--yll and ~ denotes the generalized inverse (see 
Section 2)). 
McCormick and Rodrigue [9] analyzed (1.3) for the function (1.4)'. They were able to 
show that for x o ~ H 1 , the sequence of iterates atisfies 
l !x.-- 6'11 ~k"  :xo-- si'., 
k - ;I A i! ~ - -  II A+ U '  
II A !12 + !i A+ 11-2' 
(1.12) 
where S is the linear variety of solutions for the operator equation Mx = b. This type 
of convergence rate factor was first observed by Kantorovich [7] in his analysis of tile 
method of steepest descent for the operator equation Ax = b where A is a selfadjoint 
positive definite operator. 
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In this paper, a local convergence theory- for (1.3) is presented for nonisolated zeros of 
functions. This is done somewhat in the same flavor as [4] but with the exception that 
the analysis presented here will provide a relationship between the convergence rate 
factor and the behavior of the F-derivative of the function at a zero. Specifically, i f F  has a 
set of zeros Z satisfying a certain flatness property and the F-derivative of F behaves 
essentially like a constant on this set of zeros, then for Xo near Z, (1.3) satisfies 
I! x .  - z !1 <~ k', Ii Xo - z li 
where 0 < k < 1 and k behaves "asymptotically" as
II DF(x*)i! 2 -- 'i DF(x*)~ !i -2 
ii DF(x*) I I  2 + ','~ DF(x* ) ,  I~, -2 ' 
x* e Z. (1.13) 
In the case of (1.5)', DF(x*) := A so that the result of 0.12) will apply and for (1.4) 
it will be shown that DF(x*) = T where 7" is as in (1.11). This latter result is an improve- 
ment over the results obtained in [12] for this will demonstrate hat the behavior of con- 
vergence is governed by (1.12) and not by (1.10) as had been implied in [12]. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Generalized Inverses. In this paper, we do not want to place any assumptions on the 
invertibility of DF at a zero. However, it will be necessary to analyze its "generalized" 
invertibility. To do this, we first review some of the pertinent properties of the generalized 
inverse [3]. 
I f  T eL(H  l , II2) is bounded and 
N(T) = {x l  7;~ = 0}, 
R(T)  - -  {y ] there exists x e D, Tx = y}, 
then "/' maps N(T)  • the orthogonal complement of N(T) ,  onto R(T)  bijectivcly. Hence 
the restriction of T to N(T)  x has an inverse T ~ which we call the generalized inverse of 71. 
Also, if R(T)  is closed, then T+ is a bounded linear operator from R(T)  to N(T)  -~ and 
:,[ Th Ii >~ '~i T+ II 1 i[ h H. 
The adjoint operator T* maps R(T)  onto N(T)"  bijectively. Since R(T)  - -N(T* )  • 
(T*) § exists as a bijective mapping from N(T)  A onto R(T). It follows that 
[ r~] :  = I t+ I*  
and in the case when R(T) is closed, 
II T+ ,2 = !I[TT*]4-[l- 
Linear Varieties. A set V C I I  x is said to be a linear variety if there exists a closed linear 
subspace M and an x ~_ H, such that V = x ,a M. The orthogonal projection P associated 
with V is defined P(x) = y ~ V where II x - V El = I', x - y Ii- 
(i) 
(ii) 
where 
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3. SOME IDENTITIES 
THEOREM 3.1. Let F: D C H 1 ~ 112, D an open convex set, be continuously chffer- 
entiable. Let V be a linecu- variety with orthogonal projection map p such that Z --: V n D 
is nonempty and x ~ Z implies F(x) = O. Furthermore, suppose there exists a T  9  , II2) 
so that for all x -c- Z, DF(x) = T. Then for E > O, there exists an open neighborhood N(E) of Z 
such that N(c) C D and for x a N(c), 
F(x) ~ TCx - -  P(x)) + ~,  
DF(x)*F(x) --- T*T(x  - -  P(x)) -i c2, 
max(I E 1 [p, 'i c2 :':) ~ c i x - -  P(x)[I. 
Proof. Forx~.H~, le t~=P(x) .  Le t%>0sothat  max{(2 ~T'~] i %) %,%} ~E.  
Let  x o 9 Z. Then  sincc DF  is strong on D, there exists an opcn ball B(xo; 8(xo) =- 
{y Ill Xo - y il < 8(Xo)} c D such that 
Z DF(y )  - -  DY(xo)ll = [[ DF(y)  - -  T 11 < %,  y E B(xo; 8(xo)), 
and 
i lF(x) - -F (y )  - T(x  --Y)I] ~ % 11 x -y  iI, x ,y  e B(xo; 3(x)). 
Since ~ 9 B(xo; ~(Xo) ) for x 9 B(xo; 3(Xo)), we have 
iFF(x) - -F (~)  -- T(x --~)71--:, IF(x) - -  T(x -  ~)!l ~ % [I x -  ~ [I- 
We can then write 
F(x) = T(x - -  ~) + E1 
where II E1 II ~< % il x - -  ~ il wh ich  establ ishes (i). Now, 
OF(x) =, T-]-  y 
where !l y i! ~ %.  Hence, 
DF(x)*F(x) - -  IT  + 7]*[(T(x - -  ~) ~- c~] = T*T(x  - -  ~) + 7*T(x  - -  ~) -~- T*c~ + y*q  
so that 
:[ DF(x)*F(x) - -  T*T(x  --  ~)l! ~ (2 !i T il + %) % ',i x - -  ~ II ~ r x - ~ !!. 
N(E) is then taken to be 
U B(xo ; ~(Xo)). 
x06Z 
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COROLLARY 3.1. Under the same hypothesis as Theorem 3.1, for ~ > 0 there exists an 
open neighborhood N(E) of Z such that N(~) C D and for x E N(E), 
(i) ][] F(x)ll 2 - -  [I T(x - -  P(x)]l] z I ~< EII x - e(x)ll 2, 
(ii) ill DF(x)*F(x)]!-- ]1 T*T[x -- V(x)]l[ i ~< ~ ]! x -- P(x)!!, 
(iii) ]]I DF(x)*F(x)I3 - - l i  T*T [x  - -  e(x)][l ~ I ~,  II x - P(x)[i 2. 
COROLLARY 3.2. In addition to the hypothesis of Theorem 3.1, suppose 
N(T) "  ---- V • and R(T)  = R(T). 
Then for E > O, there exists an open neighborhood N(E) of Z such that N(E) C D and for 
x ~ N(E) -- Z, 
(i) 
(ii) 
Proof. 
il F(x)ll" II TEx - V(x)]! '2 I 
II DF(x)*F(x)l! ~ ii T*T[x  - -  P(x)]ll '2 [ ~ e' 
~ e !~ x - -  P(x ) I I .  P, F(x)',l ~ II 
T[x P(x)]'bl 9- 
!] D~r(x?ff(x)H ]l T*T[x  - -  P(x)]-I~ ' 
The proof  follows f rom Corol lary 3. l  and the fact that 
':1 T[x -- P(x)][] • II T ,  I'-1 i x - -  P(x)li, x e D. 
4. MAIN CONVERGENCE RESULT 
THEOREM 4. i. Suppose that the same hypothesis of Corollary 3.2 holds. Let M = !1 T 112, 
m = ]l T+ 112, and ~ > 0 so that 
r M 1 k(r ~ [ }- , (M -~- Mm -1 + ~)] < 1. 
M~m 
Then there exists an open neighborhood N(E) of Z such that for x o c- N(~), the sequence 
generated by (1.3) converges to an element in the closure of Z. Further 
and if Z is closed 
lira sup II x , ,1  - -  Zl! ~ h(~) (4.1) 
"~ II x ,  - -  Z II 
x ,+l  Z !i M - -  m 
lim_sup [ [x , - -Z [ ]  ~ m+m" 
Proof. By Corollaries 3.1 and 3.2 there exists an open ne ighborhood N(e) such that 
the results of  these corollaries hold. Let x E N(E) -- Z, ~ = P(x), and 
1[ F(x)ll 2 
s(x) = II DF(x)*  F(x)l', ~" 
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Then,  by Corollary 3.1(ii) and Corollary 3.2(i), 
;! x - s(x) DF(x)*  F(x) -- Z i! ~ bi x - -  s(x) OF(x)*  F(x)  - -  2 :i 
trJ ', r(x - ~)t!" r ,  rl(xj ~< ~) 
-i e [M.  Mml - t -e ] ! :  x - -  #[i. 
Note that tile value of ~r that minimizes the quantity 
I![l - -  aT*T] (x  - -  ~)11" 
is given by 
5 -- it T(x  --  ~)!,2 
Ii T*T(x -  ~)il"" 
Also, if we restrict the operator I - f i T*T  to N(T)  • and compute its norm with respect 
to N(T)  ~ we find that it takes on the value 
max{I 1 - -  flrn i, ] 1 - -  BM :}. 
This  norm takes on a min imum value when 
or  
Thus,  i fh  ~ N(T)  j ,  
Since x - :7 c N(T)  l , 
Hence, for x e N(e), 
t - -  tim . . . . . .  (1 - -  t iM)  
2 
fg -M +m 
/ ' ,M- -  m 
ll(~ - ~r* r )  h :, <~ I~ -~)  il h ;',. 
ii[l -- 5T*T] (x  ~)[' ~ i[[I- - f i T*T] (x  - -  ~)[[ 
~- li x -  ~ ki- 
' x  s(x) DF(x )*F (x )  - -  Z ~ k(,) I!  x - -  Z! ' .  
We now construct an open neighborhood M of Z such that MC N(E) and x 0 ~: M 
implies the sequence {x,~} generated by (1.3) satisfies (4.8). Since N(E) is open, then 
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for each z e Z there exists a real number (z) such that B(z, r(z)) C N(E). For z ~ Z, let 
and 
p(~) "(z)O - k(~)) 
4 
- /g - -  U B(~; p(z)).  
zCZ 
Clearly J/[ C N(E). We now show that dg is the required neighborhood. Let x o c ~ ' .  
Then x o e B(zo, p(Zo) for some z 0 ~ Z. Now, B(xo, r(Zo)/2 ) C N(~) so that for y ~ B(xo, 
r(zo)/2 ) we have by Corollary 3.2(ii) 
IIF(Y)II ~ !1T(y -- 5)11 ~ 
!! DF(y)* F(y)!: 11 T*T(y  - -  5)11 
(where [EI ~ c hY - -  Yll) 
_ <T*T(y - -y ) ,y -  5> 
II T*T(y  --  Y)il 
+~ 
~< (l ~ ~)li y - 5 II (Schwarz inequality) 
~ 211Y- -P l l  (since E < 1). 
Thus, if xi ~ B(Xo, r(Zo)/2) for i =: 0, 1, 2 ..... n then 
jx~+t - -  Xoll ~< ~ II Xjr - xjli 
J=O 
II F(xj)il ~ 
~ IJ DF(~;)*F(~3 ;j-----O. . 
j=o 
_n 
2 s k(~) j 7, Xo - -  ~o 
j=o  
2 
~< 1 - k(~) il Xo - ~o 
2 ~(~o)(i - k(~)) 
1 - -  k(E) 4 
_ ,(Zo) 
2 ' 
i.e., x~+l c B(xo , r(zo)/2 ). Hence, 
i', xn+l  - -  Z [! ~ k(E) n+l ]i Xo - -  Z !i, n = O, 1 , . . . .  
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We now show that the sequences {x~} 
fo r / ) j  
!i x~ - x~ II 
and {~7,~} are Cauchy. To  see this, we note that 
i--1 
E ( xrn~l -Xm)  
??l~j 
~ il F(x,~)l': 2 
<~ E 7-I)V(~,,l* F(xm)! ra :  - j 
q 42 Y, "x,,, x~!i 
i--1 
Z k(,)~ 
i -J--1 
k(, l J  E k( 9 
m=O 
~< 2 x 0 - ~7 0
2 Xo - -  ~0 
where the last term converges to 0 as j  --~ oo. Also for i ~ j,  
I! ~, - ~zj ii ~ li ~7 , -  xi  li t Ii xi  - x j  ; + II xj - ~j Ii. 
Since all three terms to the right of the inequality converge to 0 as j  ~ ~,  we have that 
ii ~ - -  ~s i] - ~ 0 as j - -~  ~.  Lett ing x' and x" be limit points of {xn} and {~,}, respectively, 
we obtain 
iJ x' - -  x" l! <~ I', x' - -  x~ !r + 'i x~ - ~ it t- l; ~ - x" !1 
wtfich converges to O as i ~ oo so that x' = x". Note that x' is an element of the closure 
of Z. However, if Z is closed, then 9 can be arbitrary so that the last part of the theorem 
holds. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Suppose F: D C H I ~ II,, has a strong F-derivative in a neighborhood 
about an isolated zero x* ofF.  Then there exists a neighborhood N of x* such that for x o ~ N, 
the sequence generated by (1.3) converges to x* and satisfies 
l i ra  sup  !i x=~ - -  x*  !1 ( i lOF(x*)~l l l iDF(x*) l l )  '~-- 1 
n +~ ' , !x .  - -  x ; i i  - <~ (!  DF(x* ) ,  71 DF(x* )H)  2 -~ 1 " 
5. APPLICATIONS 
(1) Let A:  Htk ~ H e be a completely continuous linear operator such that its 
range R(_d) is closed. Let b ~_ [I  2 and consider 
F(x) =: Ax .... b, (here, D = It1). 
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This is the familiar linear least squares problem and is considered in [I, 5, 9]. Let Z = 
{x E H; _~ix =: b} be the nonvoid linear variety of solutions. Then 
DF(x) = A,  x e H, 
so that (1.3) takes the form 
~Ax, - -  b ll 2 A* t ,a -  
x,,~l :- xn - -  i! A* (Ax , - - -  b-)l! z ,*-~n - -  b). (5.1) 
The assumption of closed range on A assures the existence of a completely continuous 
generalized inverse A ~, see [10]. Thus by Theorem 4.1, there exists a neighborhood N of 
Z such that for x 0 c N, the sequence (5.1) converges to an element in Z and satisfies 
I !x~ l  - Zl! 
lim sup - I !x~ - z i! 
A ~ I '2 l ~< Ii A i '2 !' ~ - 
i, A i} 2 ',1A ~- .!2 + l " 
It has been shown in [9], that the neighborhood can be taken to be the entire space H, 9 
(2) Let A, B: H 1--+ H 2 be two completely continuous operators. Assume B 1 
exists and is continuous. Let 
(Ax ,  Bx? 
F(x)  := Ax (Bx ,  Bx)  Bx.  
Then F(x) ----: 0 if and only if x is an eigenvector of the general eigenproblem 
xe~X - - /~X.  
Let p(x) - -  <Ax, Bx>/<Bx, Bx>. Then (see [4]) 
(5.2) 
and 
DF(x) = [I 
1 3 
(Bx)(Bx)*] [A --  p(x)B] 
<Bx, Bx> 
1 
(Bx ,  Bx)  (Bx) x'~[A - -  p(x)B]*B 
DF(x)*DF(x) = (A - -  p(x)B)*(A - -  p(x)B). 
Hence, iteration (1.3) takes the form 
(5.3) 
i ! (A  - - p (x ,~)B)  x , ,  ::~ 
x,.~, = xn - - i ! (A  - -  p(xn)B)*(A - -  p(x,,)B) x,~ II 2 (A - -  p(x,,)B)*(A - -  p(x,)B) x ,  . (5.4) 
From (5.3), if Ax = hBx, then 
1 (Bx)(Bx)*] (~ -- ~1~). DF(x) -- [1 <Bx, Bx> (5.5) 
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Let  A be an eigenvalue of (5.2) and E a its cor responding eigenspace. Suppose 
E~ = span{e} (5.6) 
so that  E a is of d imens ion 1. 
Let  Z Ea - -  {0}. I f  x e Z, then (5.5) and (5.6) 
= [1 - -  l (A  - 
so that  l )F(x) is constant.  Le t  Ta A - -  AB. Now, the operator 
1 
Pa - 1 - ~BeT-Be~- (Be)(Be)* 
is an orthogonal  projection. I Ience,  for x ~ Z, 
Dr(x )  - -  P~T~. 
The operators Pa and T~ havc closcd rangcs (cf. [8]) so that  a complctely cont inuous  
gcncral ized invcrsc (P~T~) + exists. We can now apply Thcorcm 4.1 to get a nc ighborhood 
N(e) of Z such that  for x o ~_ N, tile sequence generated by (5.4) converges to E~ and 
satisfies (4.1). 
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